# List of Confirmed Participants

## Members of Parliament

### Afghanistan

1. **Sen. Ghulam Mahudin Mansif**  
   Member of the House of Elders  
2. **Sen. Mohammad Hassan Hotak**  
   Member of the House of Elders  

### Albania

3. **Ms. Albana Vokshi**  
   Member of the Kuvendi, President of the Democratic Women League of Albania, Chair of the Committee on Culture and Media; Chair of PGA’s National Group  
4. **Mr. Anastas Angjeli**  
   Member of the Kuvendi; PGA Member  
5. **Ms. Kejdi Mehmetaj**  
   Member of the Kuvendi; PGA Member  

### Argentina

6. **Dip. Carla Pitiot**  
   Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Secretary of the Commission on General Legislation; Chair of PGA’s National Group, Member of PGA’s Executive Committee  
7. **Dip. Daniel Filmus**  
   Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Chair of the Commission on Culture; PGA Member  
8. **Dip. Silvana Ginocchio**  
   Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Secretary of the Commission on Tourism; PGA Member  

### Austria

9. **Ms. Petra Bayr**  
   Member of the National Council of Austria, Chair of the Subcommittee on Development Cooperation of the Foreign Affairs Committee; Treasurer of PGA  

### Azerbaijan

10. **Dr. Azay Guliye**  
    Member of the Milli Majlis, Vice-President of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly; Chair of the Silk Road Support Group of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly  

### Belize

11. **Sen. Valerie Woods**  
    Member of the National Assembly; Member of PGA’s Executive Committee  

### Bolivia

12. **Dip. Betty Yaniquez Lozano**  
    Member of the Chamber of Deputies, La Paz MAS – IPSP Caucus Chairwoman, Member of the Commission of Plural Justice and Legal Defense of the State; PGA Member
Canada
13. Mr. Ali Ehsassi
   Member of the House of Commons, Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group for the Prevention of Genocide and Other Crimes Against Humanity, Chair of PGA National Group

Cape Verde
14. Dep. José Manuel Sanches Tavares
   Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Especial Committees on External Relations, Cooperation and Communities; Chair of PGA’s National Group

Central African Republic
15. Hon. Emilie Béatrice Epaye
   Member of the National Assembly, Chairwoman of the Foreign Affairs Committee; Deputy Speaker of the Parliament of the Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa (CEMAC); Chairwoman of PGA’s National Group

16. Hon. Henri Mylla Vigner
   Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Foreign Affairs Committee; Rapporteur of PGA’s National Group

Chile
17. Dip. Tucapel Jimenez
   Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Chair of the Human Rights and Indigenous Peoples Committee; Chair of PGA National Group, PGA Executive Committee Member

Dominican Republic
18. Dip. Victor Orlando Bsono
   Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Chair of the Permanent Commission of Economy, Planning and Development; President of PGA’s International Council

19. Dip. Magda Rodriguez Azcona
   Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Member of the Permanent Commissions on Municipal Affairs, Health, Gender Equity Issues; Chair of PGA’s National Group

20. Dip. Alfredo Pacheco
   Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Member of the Permanent Commissions on Internal Administration, Tourism, and Central Electoral Board; PGA Member

21. Sen. Tommy Alberto Galan Grullon
   Member of the Senate, Chair of the Permanent Commission of Finance, Vice-President of the Permanent Commission of Youth; PGA Member

22. Sen. Julio Cesar Valentin
   Member of the Senate, Chair of the Permanent Commission of Interior and Police and Citizen Security, Former President of the Senate; PGA Member

Ecuador
23. Ms. Soledad Buendía
   Member of the Permanent Commission of the Economic Regime, of the Occasional Commission of the Disappeared, First Member of the Legislative Administration Council; PGA Member

24. Ms. Cristina Reyes
   Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Workers' Rights and Social Security Commission; PGA Member

European Parliament
25. Ms. Barbara Lochbihler
   Member of the European Parliament (Germany), Vice-Chairwoman of the Subcommittee on Human Rights, Member of PGA’s Executive Committee; Co-Convenor of the International Law and Human Rights Programme of PGA

26. Ms. Ana Maria Gomes
   Member of the European Parliament (Portugal), Board member of the World Movement for Democracy; Chair of PGA’s Group in the European Parliament

Guinea-Bissau
27. Dr. Suzi Barbosa
   Member of the National People’s Assembly, Coordinator of the Committee of Women Parliamentarians of Guinea-Bissau; Member of PGA’s Executive Committee

Honduras
   Member of the National Congress, Member of the Commissions of Electoral Affairs and External Relations, and Justice and Human Rights; PGA Member
29. **Dip. Grimaldi Paz**  
   Member of the National Congress, PGA  
   Member  

**India**  
30. **Mr. Arindam Bhattacharya**  
   Member of the Legislative Assembly, West Bengal, India; PGA Member  

**Iraq**  
31. **Mr. Faig Al-Sheakh-Ali**  
   Member of the Council of Representatives, Chair of PGA's National Group  

**Italy**  
32. **Hon. Emilio Carelli**  
   Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Member of the Foreign Affairs Committee; PGA Member  

**Jamaica**  
33. **Hon. Pearnel Charles**  
   Speaker of the House of Representatives  

**Kenya**  
34. **Hon. Millie Grace Akoth Odhiambo**  
   Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Budget and Appropriation Committee; Chair of PGA's National Group  

35. **Hon. Anthony Githiaka Kiai**  
   Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Parliamentary Powers and Privileges Committee; PGA Member  

36. **Hon. Vincent Kemosi Mogaka**  
   Member of the National Assembly, PGA Member  

37. **Hon. Jennifer Mary Shamalla**  
   Member of the National Assembly, PGA Member  

38. **Hon. Dennitah Ghati**  
   Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Special Funds Accounts Committee; PGA Member  

**Liechtenstein**  
39. **Hon. Albert Frick, MP**  
   President of the Landtag  

**Malawi**  
40. **Rt. Hon. Khumbo Hastings Kachali**  
   Member of the National Assembly, Former Vice-President of Malawi; PGA member  

41. **Hon. Kennedy Pemba Kachingwe**  
   Member of the National Assembly  

42. **Hon. Bauden Mphatso Mtonga**  
   Member of the National Assembly  

43. **Hon. Rabson Chiaula Shaba**  
   Member of the National Assembly  

44. **Hon. Maquenda Chunga**  
   Member of the National Assembly  

45. **Hon. Frank Mwenifumbo**  
   Member of the National Assembly  

**Malaysia**  
46. **Hon. Kula Segaran**  
   Member of the Dewan Rakyat; Minister of Human Resources; Chairman of PGA’s National Group in Malaysia; Member of PGA’s Executive Committee  

47. **Hon. Kasthuri Patto**  
   Member of the Dewan Rakyat; Secretary of the Women's Caucus; PGA Member  

**Maldives**  
48. **Hon. Ahmed Mahloof**  
   Member of the People's Majlis; Spokesperson on Foreign Affairs of the parliamentary majority; PGA member  

**Morocco**  
49. **Hon. Mina Talbi**  
   Member of the House of Representatives, Member of the Committee on Justice, Legislation and Human Rights  

50. **Hon. Fatima Zahra Barassat**  
   Member of the House of Representatives, Member of the Committee on Justice, Legislation and Human Rights  

51. **Hon. Mohamed Idmoussa**  
   Member of the House of Representatives, Member of the Committee on Justice, Legislation and Human Rights
52. **Hon. Mouna Achrait**
   Member of the House of Representatives, Member of the Committee on Justice, Legislation and Human Rights

53. **Hon. Slimane El Omrani**
   Member of the House of Representatives, Chair of the Committee on International Relations

54. **Hon. Abdeslam El Yousofi**
   Member of the House of Representatives, Member of the Committee on Justice, Legislation and Human Rights

55. **Hon. Belassal Chaoui**
   Member of the House of Representatives, Member of the Committee on Justice, Legislation and Human Rights

56. **Hon. Abdellatif Ouammou**
   Member of the House of Councilors

**Mozambique**

57. **Dep. Edmundo Galiza Dimande Matos**
   Member of the Assembly of the Republic; PGA member

**Namibia**

58. **Hon. Evelyn Nawases-Taeyele,**
    Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Committees on Constitutional and Legal Affairs, on Economics and Public Administration, and on Human Resources and Community Development, Chief Whip; Chair of PGA’s National Group

59. **Hon. Vipuakuje Muharukua**
    Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs, on Management of Natural Resources, and on Information, Communication Technology and Innovation, Deputy Chief Whip, PGA Member

**Pakistan**

60. **Mr. Syed Naveed Qamar**
    Member of the National Assembly of Pakistan; Chair of PGA’s National Group

**Philippines**


   Member of the House of Representatives, Member of the National Defense and Security Committee; PGA Member

**Poland**

62. **Ms. Małgorzata Gosiewska**
   Member of the Sejm, Member of the Parliamentary Club of Law and Justice

63. **Mr. Tomasz Rzymkowski**
   Member of the Sejm, Vice-President of the Kukiz'15 Parliamentary Club

**Senegal**

64. **Hon. Moussa Abdoul Thiam**
    Member of the National Assembly, Member of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Francophonie (APF), Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Cooperation and Development

**Sweden**

65. **Ms. Margareta Cederfelt**
    Member of the Riksdag; Vice-President OSCE Parliamentary Assembly; President of PGA

**Ukraine**

66. **Mr. Hryhoriy Nemyria**
    Member of the Verkhovna Rada, Chair of the Committee on Human Rights, National Minorities and Interethnic Relations of the Verkhovna Rada; Chairperson of the Organizing Committee of the CAP-ICC/PGA Annual Forum, Member of PGA’s Executive Committee

67. **Ms. Svitlana Zalishchuk**
    Member of the Verkhovna Rada, Chair of the Sub-Committee on European and Euro-Atlantics Relations, Member of Foreign Affairs Committee; Board member of the World Movement for Democracy; PGA Member

68. **Ms. Olena Sotnyk**
    Member of the Verkhovna Rada; Member of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Vice-Chair of the Legal Affairs and Human Rights Committee; PGA Member

69. **Ms. Alona Shkrum**
    Member of the Verkhovna Rada; PGA Member
70. **Ms. Oleksiy Ryabchyn**  
   Member of the Verkhovna Rada; PGA Member

71. **Ms. Yuliya Levochkina**  
   Member of the Verkhovna Rada; PGA Member

72. **Mr. Borys Tarasyuk**  
   Member of the Verkhovna Rada; PGA Member

**Uruguay**

75. **Rep. Macarena Gelman**  
   Member of the Chamber of Representatives,  
   Member of the Committees of International Affairs, Constitution and Legislation, and Human Rights; Chair of PGA’s National Group

**Venezuela**

76. **Dip. Armando Armas**  
   Member of the National Assembly; Chair of PGA’s National Group

**Zimbabwe**

77. **Hon. Sibanda Dorcas**  
   Member of the National Assembly, Deputy Chief Whip, Zimbabwe Women Parliamentary Caucus; PGA member

---

**ICC ORGANS, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND STATES REPRESENTATIVES**

78. **H.E. Mr. O-Gon Kwon**  
   President of the Assembly of States Parties of the International Criminal Court (ICC)

79. **H.E. Judge Marc Perrin de Brichambaut**  
   Vice-President of the ICC

80. **Mr. Amady Bâ**  
   Head of the International Cooperation Unit at the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) of the ICC

81. **Mr. Matias Hellman**  
   External Relations Adviser at the ICC Presidency

82. **Dr. Aaron Matta**  
   Legal Officer at the Secretariat of the Assembly of States Parties of the ICC

83. **Judge Gberdao Kam**  
   Special Advisor in the Ministry of Justice of Burkina Faso, Judge at the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals, Former President of the Trial Chamber of the Extraordinary African Chambers

84. **Mr. Dmytro Storozhuk**  
   First Deputy Prosecutor General of Ukraine

85. **Mr. Mykola Hovorukha**  
   Deputy Head of the Division for International Cooperation at the Office of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine

86. **Mr. Vladyslav Vlasyuk**, General Director of the Directorate for Human Rights, Access to Justice and Legal Awareness of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine

87. **H.E. Mr. Martin Sajdik**  
   Special Representative of the OSCE Chairperson-in-Office in Ukraine and in the Trilateral Contact Group

88. **Ms. Karine Simonsen**  
   Officer of the Rule of Law at the OSCE

89. **Mr. Johan Sorensen**  
   Counsellor of the Embassy of Denmark in Ukraine

90. **H.E. Mr. Hugues Mingarelli**  
   EU Ambassador to Ukraine, European Action Service
91. **H.E. Christian Wenaweser**  
Permanent Representative of Liechtenstein to the UN

92. **H.E. Ambassador Paul Van den Ijssel**  
Permanent Representative of the Netherlands to the ICC and the OPCW, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands

93. **Mr. Arie IJzerman**  
Special Adviser International Affairs at the Ministry of Justice and Security of the Netherlands

94. **Mr. Christian Nicolas Syrier**  
Project Manager at the Ministry of Justice and Security of the Netherlands

95. **Ms. Fiona Frazer**  
Head of the UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission

96. **Ms. Tetyana Berehova**  
Human Rights Officer at the United Nations

97. **Mr. Sergey Kurnosenko**  
Human Rights Officer at the United Nations

98. **Mr. Igor Ponochnovyi**  
Deputy Prosecutor of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea

99. **Ms. Viktoriya Kovalchak**  
Prosecutor's Office of Crimea

100. **Ms. Viktoriya Mozghova**  
Prosecutor's Office of Crimea

---

**CIVIL SOCIETY AND EXPERTS**

101. **Mr. Franck Petit**  
Senior Outreach Advisor for the Special Criminal Court of Central African Republic, Co-Founder of the International Justice Tribune

102. **Mr. Noah Weisbord**  
Associate Professor at Queen's University Kingston in Ontario, Canada

103. **Dr. Anton Korynevych**  
Associate Professor at the Institute of International Relations of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv; Expert Board Member of the Human Rights and Justice Program Initiative at the International Renaissance Foundation

104. **Mr. Dmitriy Koval**  
National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy

105. **Ms. Oksana Senatoreva**  
Associate Professor at Yaroslav Mudryi National Law University

106. **Mr. Markiyan Halabala**  
Advocate, Euromaidan Victims Legal

107. **Ms. Oleksandra Matviychuk**  
Head of the Board of the Center for Civil Liberties (CCL)

108. **Ms. Aleksandra Romanotsova**  
Executive Director at the CCL

109. **Ms. Maryna Lilichenko**  
Project Manager at the CCL

110. **Mr. Sergey Zaychenko**  
Manager at the CCL

111. **Ms. Liubov Galan**  
Manager at the CCL

112. **Mr. Andrii Kulibaba**  
Manager at the CCL

113. **Mr. William Pace**  
Convenor of the Coalition for the ICC (CICC)

114. **Ms. Virginie Amato**  
Regional Coordinator for Europe at the CICC
115. **Ms. Vira Melnyk**  
Legal Advisor at the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)

116. **Ms. Mariana Chacón Lozano**  
Legal Advisor at the ICRC

117. **Dr. Olga Kyriliuk**  
Legal Advisor at the ICRC

118. **Ms. Hanan Elmasu**  
Programme Officer of the International Law and Human Rights Programme at the Oak Foundation

119. **Ms. Nina Spatura**  
Programme Associate of the International Law and Human Rights Programme at the Oak Foundation

120. **Mr. Maxim Anmeghichean**  
Senior Programme Officer of the Human Rights Initiative at the Open Society Foundation

121. **Mr. Vitaliy Nabukhotny**  
Regional Center for Human Rights

122. **Mr. Taras Tsymbrivskyy**  
Chief of Party USAID Human Rights in Action Program at the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union (UHHRU)

123. **Mr. Maksym Scherbatyuk**  
Programme Director of the UHHRU

124. **Ms. Darya Svirydova**  
Programme Coordinator of the UHHRU

125. **Mr. Juan Carlos Gutierrez**  
Legal Representative of the Victims before the International Criminal Court

126. **Ms. Ievgeniia Kapalkina**  
Ukrainian Legal Advisory Group

127. **Ms. Nadiy Volkova**  
Ukrainian Legal Advisory Group

128. **Ms. Alina Pavlyk**  
Ukrainian Legal Advisory Group

129. **Mr. Volodymyr Shcherbachenko**  
East Ukrainian Center for Civic Initiatives

130. **Ms. Kateryna Busol**  
Global Rights Compliance

131. **Mr. Scott Martin**  
Global Rights Compliance

132. **Mr. Mykola Ivashchenko**  
Human Rights Information Center

133. **Ms. Emine Asanova**  
Human Rights Information Center

134. **Mr. Oleksandr Siedov**  
Crimean Human Rights Group

135. **Mr. Maksym Sytnikov**  
Open Dialogue Foundation

136. **Ms. Tetyana Durnyeva**  
Group of Influence

137. **Ms. Eugenia Andreyuk**  
International Development Law Organization

138. **Ms. Liana Moroz**  
International Renaissance Foundation

139. **Ms. Olga Nikolaeva**  
USAID

140. **Ms. Valentyna Mudrik**  
Civil Society Specialist, USAID

141. **Ms. Natalia Novikova**  
Impact Group

142. **Ms. Elena Glushko**  
Donbass SOS

143. **Ms. Natalia Melnyk**  
Donbass SOS

144. **Mr. Maksim Filipenko**  
Amnesty International

145. **Ms. Oksana Pokalchuk**  
Amnesty International
146. Ms. Tetyana Perchenko
Protection of Rights

147. Ms. Antonina Cherevko
Adviser at the International Media Support

PARLIAMENTARY STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

Afghanistan
148. Mr. Abdul Muqtader Nasary
Secretary General at House of Elders

149. Mr. Azizullah Jahid
Director Administrative Affairs at the House of the People

150. Mr. Yama Yara Kamal
Deputy Secretary General on Financial Affairs at the House of People

151. Mr. Mohammad Naeem Wahidyar
Deputy Secretary General on Financial Affairs at the House of People

152. Mr. Barilay Halim
Senior Finance Department Officer at the House of People

153. Mr. Frozan Ahmad Yama
Senior Finance Department officer at the House of People

154. Mr. Ahmad Shah Haidar
House of People

155. Mr. Aattallah Nik Ayen
Director of Human Resources at the House of People

156. Mr. Omid Hussaini
House of People

Kenya
159. Ms. Halima Suleiman Ahmed
Clerk Assistant

160. Ms. Mary Wangui Mwathi
Assistant Editor

161. Ms. Consolata Khakayi Shituku
Assistant to Delegation

Liechtenstein
162. Ms. Sandra Gerber-Leuenberger
Secretary of Delegation

Malaysia
163. Mr. Michael Murty
Press Secretary to the Minister of Human Resources of Malaysia, Hon. Kula Segaran

164. Mr. Kizito Ladlas Pheleni
Chief Legal Counsel

165. Ms. Kettie Kajani Catherine Kwalira
Protocol Officer

Malawi
166. Mr. Mohamed Alami

167. Mr. El Hajjam El Mahdy Kamal

Namibia
168. Mr. Johan Petrus Frederick
Parliamentary Clerk

Philippines
169. Mr. Philip Daquila Sawali
Chief of Staff of Senator Leila M.de Lima

170. Ms. Catherine C. Sy
Senior Director, Office of Senator de Lima

171. Mr. Samsudin Tambilingan Lintongan
Assistant Rep. Gary Alejano
172. Mr. Elmer Dollente Cruz
Assistant of Rep. Gary Alejano

173. Mr. Luis Jr. III David Badecao
Assistant of Rep. Gary Alejano

Ukraine
174. Ms. Vira Yatsenko
Parliamentary Assistant

175. Ms. Kateryna Cirat
Parliamentary Assistant

176. Ms. Kateryna Futoraynska
Parliamentary Assistant

177. Ms. Helena Kernan
Volunteer

178. Ms. Elena Glushko
Volunteer

179. Ms. Cateryna Pomazanay
Volunteer

180. Ms. Maria Muzychenko
Volunteer

181. Ms. Alice Batiuk
Volunteer

182. Ms. Natalia Derevyanko
Volunteer

183. Ms. Viktiriya Moroz
Volunteer

184. Mr. Sergey Saenko
Volunteer

185. Ms. Lyudmila Belyasna
Volunteer

186. Ms. Daria Bibikova
Volunteer

187. Mr. Ruslan Mikhailovsky
Volunteer

188. Ms. Hanna Stembkovska
Volunteer

189. Ms. Inna Volkova
Volunteer

PGA SECRETARIAT

190. Dr. David Donat Cattin
Secretary-General

191. Ms. Jennifer McCarthy
Deputy Secretary-General

192. Ms. Marion Chahuneau
Legal Officer of the International Law and Human Rights Programme

193. Ms. Melissa Verpile
Legal Officer of the International Law and Human Rights Programme

194. Ms. Frederika Schweighoferova
Legal Officer of the International Law and Human Rights Programme

195. Ms. Sofia Cossar
Communications Associate of the International Law and Human Rights Programme

196. Mr. Peter Barcroft
Director of the Peace & Democracy Programme

197. Mr. Thiago Carvalho
Programme Officer of the Peace & Democracy Programme

198. Mr. Alex Roche
Programme Officer of the SOGI Campaign

199. Ms. Holly Sarkissian
Senior Development Officer

200. Mr. Brian Kett
Communications and Membership Officer

201. Mr. Eloi Urwodhi Uciba (DRC)
Consultant